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Navy Needs 1000 Nurses 
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Port Matilda Soldier 
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DR. H. F. BAUER - Optometrist 
WILL BE A} 

Crossley’s Jewelry Store 
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THIS IS THE SIGN of a local, independent 
business built on experience, knowledge. 

skilled service and products of quality 

  

HERE'S A GOOD “TIRE BUY"! 
(NO CERTIFICATE NEEDED) 

Good “tire buys” nowadays are hard to find. Yet here's a 
way that you can enjoy months and months of extra tire 
mileage : . . and you don’t need a certificate to get it. Just 
bringus a good tire carcass with the tread worn smooth . . 
and without breaks or bruises. We'll build you a new tread 
that will give your old tire a new lease on life. The cost is 
low, much lower than a new tire, and you get the benefit 
of new, nonakid protection on the wheels of your car 

. . : rightmow. "The important thing is. . . DON'T WAIT. 
When the tread on just one tire is worn smooth bring it to 
us for a tire-saving qualigprecap. 

Bellefonte Sunoco Service 
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UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY    


